
h
e Shannon Matthews and Baby P cases,
both quite appalling, have brought the
whole system of child care under

scrutiny yet again. But to make a difference
for the future, the Government needs to look
at the legislation relating to this area, which
is itself part of the problem.

Looking back, the Children and Young
Persons Act 1969 gave social workers the
power to remove children from their parents
on emergency Place of Safety Orders and
there was no right of challenge. Care Orders
could then be sought to permanently remove
parental rights. Although parents turned up
at court, there was no procedure for them to
see the case against them and they were often
not legally represented. Magistrates, as lay
people, had no special training in dealing
with care cases. The legislation was clearly in
need of an overhaul, but because of the
sensitivity and difficulty of the subject
matter, it needed much care and
consideration.

Unfortunately, the current legislation, the
Children Act 1989 – which was rushed
through following the inquiry into events in
Cleveland in the 1980s – was an ill-
considered, knee-jerk response, flawed from
the start. Subsequent legislation has looked at
resources, rather than rectifying mistakes
with the basic process introduced by the
1989 laws.

Suspicion
The Cleveland inquiry came after a number
of children were removed on Place of Safety
Orders in the light of suspicion of sexual
abuse by their parents, conclusions that
resulted from medical diagnoses using a
controversial technique. There was a massive
public outcry, especially when the technique
was discredited. From that point, social
workers – never the most popular of
professions – came to be viewed in an even
more suspicious light than previously.

In turn the 1989 Act led us from a situation
where parents had little or no input in the
process to them being given considerable legal
rights and power. In essence, this was right,
because a better balance was needed.
Unfortunately, however, this has tipped too
far in their favour, to the detriment of
children such as Baby P. Whereas the 1969 Act
effectively removed parental rights, the post-
1989 situation meant councils had to share
power with parents, pending court decisions.

In fact, it is now almost impossible for
social workers to remove children on an
emergency basis. The old Place of Safety
Orders were replaced by Emergency
Protection Orders (EPO), which gave parents
a right of challenge. In one instance a court
stated that an EPO ‘summarily removing a

child from its parents is a Draconian and
extremely harsh measure requiring
exceptional justification and extraordinarily
compelling reasons’. This is so condemnatory
of emergency action that I would suggest that
had the social workers in Haringey decided to
apply for an EPO on the basis of Baby P’s
earlier bruising, it is quite possible that the
courts would have refused to make the Order.
Indeed, legal advice received by the authority
made it clear that a successful legal

intervention was unlikely.
Under the new arrangements, parents

obtained the right to attend Child Protection
Case Conferences, even before any formal
court action, often with their lawyer present,
meetings where all those professionals
involved with the child can express their
concerns. The effect of this reform has been,
in many instances, to have the opposite effect
to sharing concerns, however, with some
professionals feeling uncomfortable or
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restrained by the presence of parents and
lawyers, resulting in a failure to convey as
much information as they might. Indeed,
some worry that they might be sued if they
say too much. From such failings, the full
picture often does not emerge.

The 1989 Act also established a whole new
court structure with which we are still
grappling today. When hearing care
proceeding cases, the Magistrates Court
became the Family Court, while magistrates
were given special training in the field. Care
Centres were designated for County Court
hearings, with cases heard before specially-
trained judges. All this was highly laudable
until you realise that nearly 20 years later the
Government is still calling for additional
judicial training to encourage more judges to
be able to deal with Family Court cases.

The whole process has become bogged
down in bureaucracy, with complicated and
lengthy hearings that are often difficult for the
lawyers to understand, let alone parents who
have often received scant education. From
having few, if any, rights, parents have moved
squarely into the middle of the litigation
arena. They are granted legal aid and are able
to call for a host of witnesses and counter-
experts, with social workers and others
expected to undertake endless parental
assessments to validate, well beyond any
possible doubt, their concerns.

Battlefield 
Regrettably, the law gives parents the view
that they are contesting a legal battlefield
against social workers, with their child as the
prize. Many cases take weeks to hear – six
weeks is not unusual – while a child continues
to languish in care – often almost lost in the
process even though they too have their own
legal representatives. It makes for difficult
working relationships between parents and
social workers, who may have to continue to
visit the home and other siblings. This
tension often deflects parents from looking at
the issue of their parenting skills.

The 1989 Act rightly highlighted that delays
are not in the best interests of the child. It
anticipated that all cases would take a
maximum of 12 weeks from start to finish. It
is an example of this ill-thought-out
legislation that this has never happened. The
Government accepts that cases are taking 51
weeks to deal with in County Court Care
Centres and 42 weeks in magistrates’ Family
Courts. Given that 60% of all applications
involve children under the age of six, these
figures suggest almost one-fifth of their lives
are being squandered in litigation. It is also
reckoned that each case costs the public purse
an average of £25,000, money which might be
better spent on funding decent foster

placements or re-opening and running caring
children’s homes.

Among other consequences, the system
offers a nice little earner for lawyers and there
is an enormous paper trail created – judges
even have such a thing as a Bundle Practice
Direction as to how the paperwork should be
organised. This is so far removed from the life
of an abused child that if it were not serious,
it would be farcical.

The way the system now functions means
courts are under pressure not to follow the
sort of logic that, I believe, is necessary to
better protect children from risk of harm. In
my view, courts should accept that
subsequent children of abusive parents may
not be in any better situation than their older
siblings. In a recent care case, for example, a
judge sent a young baby girl home to her
parents, despite the fact that her older three
siblings had previously been removed from a
situation where domestic violence was rife
and the older children had suffered non-
accidental injuries. A previous judge had even
said that he was unsure if the parents were
lying or not. The only change in the baby’s
case was that the parents appeared to have
separated, but no-one could be sure if this
was just a ploy to keep the child. The judge
said the child deserved to remain with her
natural family but with such uncertainty it is
hard not to wonder quite what it was that the
judge felt they were ‘deserving’ of – a case
with more than a passing reminder of Baby P.

It is also worth mentioning the advent of
the Human Rights Act 1998, which further
bolstered parents ability to challenge local
authority decisions – claiming that the
removal of a child contradicts with Article 8,
their right to a private and family life.

And yet despite all this, social workers must
be getting it right, by and large, because the
Government says 93% of all applications to
court in 2006 (11,000) resulted in Orders
being granted to local authorities. In 70% of
the cases, the families were known to social
services and other children were on the now
redundant Child Protection Register.

Although there is nothing wrong in the
philosophy that children are better cared for
in their own families, we need to accept that

some parents – and not just the likes of Karen
Matthews and the mother of Baby P – should
never be allowed to bring up their own
children. This is a very hard course to take but
Government thinking at the moment remains
that all parents can be taught to do a decent
job. Rather naively, ministers have recently
suggested that local authorities might want to
provide an explanatory DVD to parents of
children at risk to encourage them to ‘engage’
with child protection agencies in addressing
parenting concerns.

Problems 
With such an approach, could it be that we
are storing up problems of an altogether
different nature, with local authorities finding
themselves in years to come being sued by
adults for not taking them into care when
they were children – thereby imposing upon
them an avoidably poor upbringing? Stranger
things have happened.

The Government should be looking to take
children’s cases out of the legal process.
Instead of the adversarial approach we see in
our courts, decisions regarding children’s care
should be dealt with on an inquisitorial basis.
It would be a kind of formal, legally backed,
Case Conference where various professionals
could freely express concerns. The inquiry
could itself challenge the available evidence.

The Dutch child care system operates in a
similar fashion. Instead of producing a
‘winner’, as we do now, an inquiry approach
offers a better chance of uncovering the
‘truth’. Instead of lawyers conducting an
adversarial battle, the truth would be sought
by neutral judges, resulting in a relatively low
level of conflict between all the parties.

As it is, we have to see what emerges in the
coming months. The appointment of Lord
Laming to look into the Haringey case is to be
applauded, but his recommendations amount
to little more than tinkering without being
bolstered by a root-and-branch overhaul of
existing children’s legislation.

Until then, Baby P is unlikely to be the last
child to die in circumstances where the
protective system let him down.
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“The way the system now
functions means courts are
under pressure not to follow
the sort of logic that I
believe is necessary to
better protect children from
risk of harm”
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